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Introduction

The royal house of the Joseon dynasty (1392–1897) documented its conduct of important state rites in words and images in volumes known as uigwe 儀軌. Uigwe were compiled both to document particular events and to serve as guides for subsequent similar ritual performances. In this book, uigwe are introduced with an emphasis on the court culture they document and the pictorial art they contain.

Currently, we find several different translations of the term uigwe in English publications. The first character, ui 儀, means “rites,” and the second, gwe 軌, means “tracks to be followed” or “models to be emulated.” Translations offered by English publications on uigwe are as follows: “book of court rites”; “manual of the state event” or “rubric for a state ceremony”; “ceremonial rules”; “manual for organizing a state event”; “a state ceremony record”; “book of state rites”; “ceremonial regulations”; and “records for royal ceremonies.”

Two English catalogues published in the United States, In Grand Styles (2013) and Treasures from Korea (2014), both offer the translation “royal protocol.” However, this is only a partial reference to one section of uigwe documents, namely, the uiju section, in which are spelled out all the step-by-step protocols to be followed by the king and other participants of the particular rite.

Having noted the above presentations of various English translations and explanations of the term uigwe, throughout this book I will simply use the Korean term uigwe for both singular and plural forms.

The earliest record of uigwe appears in the Veritable Records of King Taejong (r. 1400–1418), and more references are readily found in the Veritable Records of later kings. Unfortunately, all of the uigwe created before the Japanese invasions of 1592–1598, along with many other invaluable parts of Korea’s cultural heritage, were destroyed during the warfare. Consequently, the earliest uigwe, [Jungjong daewang] Jeongneung gaejang uigwe, which documents the rebuilding of the royal tomb of King Jungjong (r. 1506–1544), dates to 1562 and survived at least until 1601. The latest uigwe, Heungwang chaekbong uigwe, records the investiture of the
FIG. 1 Eight volumes of the *Five Rites of State* (oryeu), 1474. Book; ink on paper, 33.5 × 22 cm. Jangseogak Archives, The Academy of Korean Studies (K2-4761).
eldest son of Regent Daewongun in 1910. During the Japanese occupation period (1910–1945), twenty-one more specimens of *uigwe* were compiled, including the *Uigwe of the Funeral of the Emperor* [*Gojong*] in 1919.11

In form and content, the Joseon *uigwe* are unique in East Asian history. About a quarter of the surviving examples are illustrated, and those illustrations have become famous for their depictions of court processions. However, the texts of the *uigwe* are even more important for the information they contain about the royal culture of the Joseon dynasty. When carefully examined, the texts and images yield detailed, multi-dimensional descriptions of Joseon court life from the seventeenth through the early twentieth century. Together with the *Veritable Records of the Joseon Dynasty* and the *Diaries of the Royal Secretariat*, *uigwe* are critical sources of information, offering insights into Joseon society, politics, and economics, as well as into court rituals, literature, art, entertainment, culinary history, and more. By meticulously recording court costumes, musical instruments, ceremonial utensils, and interior decoration (notably, screen paintings), *uigwe* provide unequalled access to the material culture of the Joseon court.

**Historical Setting**

The Joseon dynasty (1392–1910), founded by Yi Seong-gye (r. 1392–1398) — posthumously known as King Taejo — was the longest in Korean history. Its twenty-seven monarchs maintained rule by the Yi family of Jeonju, in North Jeolla province, for 518 years, through the founding of the Great Han Empire (*Daehan jeguk*) in 1897, until the nation was forcibly annexed by Japan in 1910. The dynasty took Neo-Confucian principles as its state creed, and its monarchs and officials upheld the Confucian tradition of “rule by rites” (*yechi*) as the cardinal doctrine for conducting state affairs and governing society.12

The roots of the Joseon Neo-Confucianism are to be found in the late Goryo dynasty, with scholars such as An Hyang (1243–1306), Jeong Mong-ju (1337–1392), Yi Saek (1328–1396), and others who followed Zhu Xi’s (1130–1200) Neo-Confucianism (*Daoxue* or *Lixue*) while criticizing the dominance of Buddhism at the late Goryeo court. Neo-Confucianism is a philosophy that explains the origin of man and the universe in metaphysical terms. Neo-Confucian scholars, among them Jeong Do-jeon (1342–1398), Gwon Geun (1352–1409), and Gil Jae (1353–1419), went on to serve at the court of Yi Seong-gye. The study of the Chinese Classics as codified by Zhu Xi14 began during the late Goryo period and continued into early Joseon society.15 Important tenets of Confucianism, that is, the five human relationships (*oryun*),16 continued to be upheld. The early Joseon Neo-Confucianists laid particular emphasis on the three bonds (*samgang*), the first three of...
**FIG. 2** Ritual vessels and utensils, from the "Five Rites" section of the Veritable Records of King Sejong (Sejong sillok), vol. 128, 1454. Book; ink on paper, 55 × 30.2 cm. Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies, Seoul National University (Kyu 12722).

**FIG. 3** The king’s attire, from the "Five Rites" section of the Veritable Records of King Sejong (Sejong sillok), vol. 128, 1454. Book; ink on paper, 55 × 30.2 cm. Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies, Seoul National University (Kyu 12722).
the five human relationships: loyalty to the monarch, filial piety to the father, and chastity to the husband. King Sejong the Great (r. 1418–1450) commissioned the Illustrated Conduct of the Three Bonds to educate people in the basic Confucian code of ethics.17 Neo-Confucian officials also shunned Buddhist family funeral rituals and instead adopted the Neo-Confucian Family Rites of Zhu Xi (Zhuzi jiali),18 which encouraged the establishment of family shrines to house ancestral tablets and portraits.19

On the state level, all of the important state rites were to be conducted according to rituals prescribed by the Five Rites of State (Gukjo oryeui) compiled and published in 1474 (fig. 1). The term “five rites” refers to five categories of ritual performance: auspicious (gillye); celebratory (garye); the reception of foreign envoys (billye); military (gullye); and funereal (hyungnye). These rites were first set down with instructions on how they were to be conducted in the “Five Rites” section of the Veritable Records of King Sejong (Sejong sillok) (figs. 2–4).20 In 1474, during the reign of King Seongjong (r. 1469–1494), a refined version appeared in the Five Rites of State (Gukjo oryeui) by Sin Suk-ju (1417–1475) and Jeong Cheok (1390–1475).21 Ten years later, in 1484, the Joseon court finally published its Gyeongguk daejeon, or Grand Law Code for Managing the Nation (hereafter cited as Joseon Law Code), which was based largely on the Joseon Law Code for Managing the Nation (Joseon gyeongguk jeon) by Jeong Do-jeon.

With these publications, the Joseon court firmly established the rules and regulations for the management of state rites according to the Neo-Confucian principles of government, and from then on all state rites had to be performed as prescribed. However, in 1744, during the reign of King Yeongjo (r. 1724–1776), the Joseon court amended certain parts of the 1474 Five Rites of State to reflect and accommodate changes that had taken place in the intervening 270 years. King Yeongjo ordered Sin Man (1703–1765) to compile the Sequel to the Five Rites of State (Gukjo sok oryeui), with a volume of illustrations (seorye), and the Sequel to the Law Code (Sok daejeon) published around the same time. In 1751 King Yeongjo further ordered Sin Man to add two short books to the Sequel, resulting in the Addendum to the Sequel to the Five Rites of State (Gukjo sok oryeui bo). Finally, in 1758, King Yeongjo had Hong Gye-hui (1703–1771) and other scholar-officials compile a separate book on funeral rites, called Addendum to the Funeral Rites of State (Gukjo sangnye bopyeon).22 The dynasty abided by the books on the Five Rites of King Yeongjo’s reign until the founding of the Great Han Empire in 1897. At that time, a new code called the Code of the Daehan Imperial Rites (Daehan yejeon) (fig. 5) was compiled to accord with the change in the nation’s status from a vassal state of China to an ostensibly independent empire. Titles such as king and queen became emperor and...
FIG. 4. Cover of the Veritable Records of King Sejong (Sejong sillok), 1454. Book; ink on paper, 55 x 30.2 cm. Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies, Seoul National University (Kyu 12722).

empress, changes in official costume were spelled out, and the rites of the state were amended to reflect the new political situation.

_**Uigue: Content, Production, Use, and Transmission**_

When the court decided to hold an important event, such as a royal wedding or royal funeral, a temporary office called _dogam_, or superintendency, was set up to plan and carry out the entire event. When it was over, the top-ranking officials of the superintendency oversaw the creation of _uigue_ based on the careful records kept during the ritual production process, called _deungnok_. The _uigue_ records were written in Chinese characters but often combined both literary Chinese and the unique Korean writing system called _idu_, a writing system devised during the seventh century in which Chinese characters were borrowed to record the sound or meaning of Korean words. Occasionally, inscriptions in the phonetic system of Korean writing known as _hangeul_ can be found in illustrations of court banquets because a majority of the banquets were held in honor of the dowager queens in the late Joseon period. As is well known, Joseon women, with a few exceptions, were taught to read and write _hangeul_ script only.

Ritual objects are carried by participants who are responsible for that particular part of the rite. The presence of women such as maids, wet-nurses, or professional wailers in _banchado_ is a revelation, as Joseon women were normally not shown in public. The royals were never depicted, but their presence is suggested through their palanquins or empty thrones. In a sense, _banchado_ can serve to reveal aspects of Joseon society. Made first in the form of a horizontal scroll for the king to review before the event, _banchado_ were subsequently painted onto the pages of the _uigue_ itself, usually toward the end.

It may be helpful to mention some characteristic aspects of _banchado_ here. Those who look at the procession paintings may wonder why they show figures, horses, and palanquins from several different viewpoints within a single picture frame (see fig. 45 in chapter 2). For example, at the top of the page, soldiers are depicted standing upside down, whereas the figures on the bottom are standing right-side up; officials on horseback are shown proceeding toward the left, but we see only their back view and the rear end of the horses, placed sideways on the page. All the palanquins are shown from the same point of view as that of the viewers of the book, proceeding to the left. Other standing figures in the back view are shown sideways, as if lying on the ground. Employing multiple viewpoints can also be seen on Joseon-period maps, such as
the nineteenth-century *Suseon jeondo*, a woodblock map of Hanyang (present-day Seoul) in which mountains all point outward toward the four directions from the center of the city (see fig. 10 in chapter 1).

It seems that by standing the way they do, the soldiers and honor guards at the top and bottom of the pages are creating an enclosed space for the important persons or objects in the center, such as all the important palanquins and officials. Also, by utilizing multiple viewpoints rather than just one, all of the figures, horses, and objects can be seen in their most satisfactory aspects with the least amount of overlapping of one another. Presumably this was considered the best solution for a documentary painting in which all participants and objects were to be depicted.

All the *uigwe* made before 1797 were handwritten and hand-painted, with some use of woodblock stamping for outlines of figures that appear repeatedly in a procession. (The technical change from completely hand-painted to partially printed *uigwe* books is discussed in chapter 7.) However, King Jeongjo decided to print the text part of the *uigwe* of his trip to his father’s tomb in 1795 using movable bronze type and illustrated with woodblock-printed images. From this time on, a number of *uigwe* books were printed with movable metal type and woodblocks, although most continued to be handwritten and hand-painted. Since the technical change of *uigwe* production from handwritten to movable metal type took place with the *Jeongni uigwe*, discussed in chapter 7, a brief history of Korean movable metal type printing will be presented there.

Depending on the nature of the particular event, usually six or more copies of a *uigwe* were made: one for the royal viewing (fig. 6), one for the Ministry of Rites, one for the Court History Office (Chunchugwan), and one each for the four history archives (*sago*) located in different places around the country (fig. 7). The royal viewing copies are of the highest quality in both material used (paper, silk for the cover, and binding hardware) and workmanship (calligraphy, illustration, and woodblock printing). In the late Joseon period, when an event was primarily for the crown prince, a copy was also made for the Office of Education of the Crown Prince (Seja sigangwon). In recent times, the *uigwe* books remaining in Korea have been kept primarily in the Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies of Seoul National University—which has the largest number of specimens and copies, some 2,700 volumes representing 540 specimens—and in the Jangseogak Archives of the Academy of Korean Studies, which has 356 volumes representing 293 specimens.

In 1866, at the time of the incident called *Byeongin yangyo* (the Western turmoil in the cyclical year *byeongin*), the invading French navy sacked Ganghwa Island, located off Korea's west coast at the mouth of the
Han River, not far from Seoul. Situated on Ganghwa Island was Oegyujeonggak (the Outer Kyujanggak Library; fig. 8). Called Gangdo oegak, for short, this annex had been built to accommodate the overflow of books from the main Kyujanggak [royal] library in Changdeok Palace’s Secret Garden in Seoul, as seen in the eighteenth-century painting attributed to Kim Hong-do (fig. 9), and therefore contained most of the royal viewing copies of the uigwe. The French navy confiscated uigwe books and other valuable items from the Oegyujeonggak, and deposited them with the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BNF) in Paris.  

In 1977 Dr. Park Byeong-seon (1923–2011), a bibliographer and Korean librarian at the BNF, called attention to the uigwe books, which by that time had been in the BNF for more than a century. She subsequently published two important works to further call attention to the importance of the BNF uigwe, first a comparative bibliographical study of the uigwe in the BNF with those in Korea, and later a French translation of the table of contents of the 297 volumes of the BNF uigwe. Prompted by these works, Korean scholars began to conduct in-depth research on the BNF’s uigwe as well as called for their return to Korea. Finally, as a result of negotiations between the Korean and French governments that began in 1994, the 297 BNF uigwe volumes, mostly pre-1866 books intended for royal viewing, were returned to Korea in May 2011 and are now housed at the National Museum of Korea in Seoul. In December 2011, the Japanese government also returned 167 volumes of uigwe books, mostly works of the Daehan Empire period (1897–1910), that were taken during the Japanese occupation period and kept in the Office of the Imperial Household Affairs in Tokyo; those volumes, which represent 81 specimens of uigwe, are now also housed in the National Palace Museum of Korea in Seoul.

With the return of uigwe from Paris and Tokyo, all but one of the extant examples now reside in Korea. The exception is the well-illustrated Uigwe of the Presentation Ceremony and Banquet [for Hyegeyeonggung Hongssi] in the Gisa Year ([[Hyegeyeonggung Hongssi] gisa jinporyi jinchon uigwe], 1809) that celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of Lady Hyegeyeong’s (1735–1815) coming-of-age ceremony (gwallye). She was the grandmother of King Sunjo. Although this volume was among the uigwe books taken to France in 1866, somehow it passed into private hands and was eventually sold to the British Museum; it is now housed in the British Library.  

Overview of This Book
Part I of this book consists of five chapters, which examine outstanding examples of uigwe of the Five Rites of State in their designated order.
Chapter 1 examines uigue created for auspicious rites, specifically those addressed to the spirits of earth and grain and to the gods of agriculture and sericulture at their respective altars, and to the royal ancestors at Jongmyo, the royal ancestral shrine. Given their centrality to the ritual culture of the court, the royal ancestral rites receive the lion’s share of attention. Chapter 2 examines uigue for two types of celebratory rites. In the Five Rites, this section begins with rites that have to do with paying respects to China, but since they were not of equal importance in terms of Joseon state rites, no uigue were made for them. The most important ones were those of the investiture rite of a crown prince (wangseja chaek-bongui) and of royal weddings, both labeled garye. Therefore, two of the investiture rites and two of the royal weddings — one of the crown prince, another of the king — that are representative of each of the categories are discussed in chapter 2.

In chapter 3, rites for receiving foreign envoys are discussed through two uigue of 1609. It was not until the reign of Gwanghaegun (r. 1608–1623) that the Joseon court compiled its first uigue of receiving envoys from China. I examine the earliest extant billye uigue produced after the two visits of Chinese envoys in 1609. The first Ming envoys came in the fourth month to carry out a memorial rite for the late King Seonjo and to bestow on him a posthumous title. In the sixth month of the same year, another group of envoys came to approve the investiture of Gwanghaegun. These uigue are considered valuable because of their early dates as well as their contents, which include banchado.

Chapter 4, military rites (gullye), presents the only uigue of this category that comes under the title of Daesarye uigue (Uigwe of the Royal Archery Rites). This uigue, with a unique set of banchado, records the archery rites that King Yeongjo and his officials held in 1743 in the compound of the royal Seonggyungwan college in Hanyang. This represents King Yeongjo’s desire to revive the ancient rites of royal archery in the hope of strengthening the country’s military power through formal ritual. The state funeral rite, examined in chapter 5, is the most complicated one of the Five Rites. Table 5.1 shows a summary of the step-by-step procedure of the state funeral events as spelled out in the hyungnye section of the Five Rites. I will examine two funeral-related uigue: the first is that of the royal funeral for King Injo (1649), and the second is that of the funeral for Crown Grandson Uiso (1752). Both include banchado illustrations.

Part II is devoted to uigue books of important state events other than those belonging to the Five Rites. Chapter 6 deals with uigue that concern the painting or copying of royal portraits. The entire process — from the selection of royal portrait painters to the final enshrinement...
of the finished portraits in the proper royal portrait hall — was to be conducted with as much ritual formality and dignity as other state rites. The chapter also examines how the royal portrait painters are selected, what criteria are applied when selecting the best test copy, and why the Joseon court laid so much emphasis on King Taejo’s portraits. Since the first appearance of banchado for transporting the king’s portrait in 1748, all other uigwe of royal portraits included long and colorful banchado with the exception of the 1872 uigwe.

Chapters 7 and 8 focus on two printed uigwe from the reign of King Jeongjo (r. 1776–1800), the Wonhaeng eulmyo jeongni uigwe, or Jeongni uigwe for short, which records King Jeongjo’s visit to his father’s tomb with his mother in 1795, and the Hwaseong seongyeok uigwe, or Hwaseong uigwe for short, of 1801, which documents the construction of the Hwaseong fortress and the detached palace within it.38 The former technically covers two categories of uigwe: royal outings (haenghaeng) and palace banquets (jinchan).39 The latter belongs to the category called yeonggeon, referring to records of the construction and repair of palace buildings and the royal ancestral shrine. The Jeongni uigwe of 1797 is the first uigwe printed with the movable metal type called jeongnija, developed under the order of King Jeongjo, and illustrated with woodblock prints. Both uigwe had much to do with Jeongjo’s display of filial piety toward his father, Crown Prince Sado, as well as his political and military ambition to strengthen royal power over the bureaucracy. Both uigwe also represent the interests of Jeongjo and the contemporary scholarship of the School of Northern Learning in the new science and technology emerging from Qing China, which were applied in the construction of the fortress.

In part III, Uigwe and Art History, I demonstrate how we can use the information handed down in uigwe to broaden our knowledge and understanding of Korean court art. Chapter 9 discusses uigwe records of polychrome screen paintings40 that were produced and used in specific venues within the palace for specific rites. Depending on the theme of the screen paintings, they were designated to be used only for kings, queens, crown princesses, or royal brides-to-be. The most royal among all screens, the Five Peaks, was to be used only for the kings. The iconography of such screens is discussed in the context of Joseon culture. Chapter 10 uses information gathered from various categories of uigwe to examine the roles and social status of Joseon court painters, artisans, and other workers employed in state rites. This sheds light on the division of labor as well as cooperation among workers to produce elaborately made ritual items. Through the “Award Regulations” section of uigwe, the relative pay schedules among painters and artisans can be computed, including the
unusual raise of certain royal portrait painters’ official rank. We can also
glimpse the possibility for change in social status for some individuals,
mostly those who served in royal banquets of the late Joseon period.

The Summary and Conclusions section of this book highlights and
sums up the social, historical, art-historical, and cultural significance of
Joseon royal uigwe documents. The unique form of the uigwe documents,
which often combine texts and illustrations, provides not only factual
written information, but also vivid pictorial descriptions. Without the
findings gathered through these seemingly endless primary source mate-
rials, our understanding of Joseon dynasty history and culture would
be incomplete. The Joseon monarchs from King Sejong, who laid the
foundations of the Five Rites of State, to kings Seongjong, Gwanghaegun,
Sukjong, Yeongjo, and Jeongjo, all made contributions to the refine-
ment of the forms and contents of uigwe. Their contributions have been
highlighted in this book. It is my hope that this book will increase the
understanding and appreciation of what uigwe documents can offer to our
study of the history and culture of the Joseon dynasty.◆
Uigwe
of the
Five Rites
of State

PART ONE
CHAPTER ONE

Uigwe of Auspicious Rites, Gillye

The auspicious rites (gillye), which make up the first category of the Five Rites of State, were arguably the most important of all the rites conducted by Joseon kings. Members of the royal family performed them for the benefit of the state and the people. This chapter examines uigwe for auspicious rites of the three categories dedicated to (1) the spirits of earth and grain, (2) royal ancestors, and (3) the gods of agriculture and sericulture. Their order corresponds to that in the Five Rites of State. As shown in table 1.1, each of the three categories, through its primary, secondary, and miscellaneous sacrifices, encompasses a great variety of spirits found in nature, in the universe, and in history.

In this chapter, I briefly discuss the sacrifices to the spirit of heaven (cheonsin) for which there is no uigwe. I then move on to the uigwe of the sacrificial rites to the spirits of earth and grain (sajik), followed by the most important uigwe of the royal ancestral shrine (Jongmyo), and, finally, the uigwe of royal agriculture and sericulture. The contents of specific uigwe are described and placed within their ritual and historical contexts, with attention paid to the light they shed on various aspects of court life, from court painting to the ceremonial roles of court women.

Sacrifices to the Spirit of Heaven

In order to continue the tradition of sacrificing to heaven (cheonje) from the preceding Goryeo dynasty (918–1392), King Taejo had the Hwangudan, or “circular mound altar,” built at the southern edge of his recently founded Joseon capital of Hanyang (present-day Seoul). However, his officials pointed out that it would be inappropriate for Joseon, as a vassal state of Ming China, to conduct this ritual because it was solely the prerogative of the emperor of China, the Son of Heaven (cheonja, Ch. Tianzi). Their opinion prevailed, and Joseon kings ceased performing the sacrifice to heaven. (The practice was revived only after King Gojong, in 1897, proclaimed himself the first emperor of the Great Han Empire, and had a new Hwangudan built slightly north of the Sungnyemun, popularly
### Table 1.1 Categories of Auspicious Rites, from the Five Rites of State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Spirit of Heaven (Cheonsin)</th>
<th>Spirit of Earth (Jigi)</th>
<th>Ancestral Spirits (Ingwi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary sacrifices (Daesa)</td>
<td>Performed at Hwangudan altar</td>
<td>To the spirits of earth (sa) and grain (jik) performed at the Sajikdan altar</td>
<td>To the royal ancestors, performed at the royal ancestral shrine (Jongmyo) and the Hall of Eternal Peace (Yeongnyeongjeon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary sacrifices (Jungsa)</td>
<td>To the spirits of wind (pung), clouds (un), thunder (roe), rain (u), and snowstorms (bangsa)</td>
<td>To the spirits of hell (ok), the sea (hae), and streams (dok)</td>
<td>To the spirits governing agriculture (seonmok) and sericulture (seonjam), to Confucius (Munseonwang), and to the founders of the dynasties prior to the Joseon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous sacrifices (Sosa)</td>
<td>To the spirits governing farming (yeongseong), longevity (noinsaeng), of horses (majo), and of ice (sahan); to the spirits of the first horse rider (masa) and the horse harmer (mabo)</td>
<td>To the spirits governing mountains and rivers (myeongsan daecheon) and the clearing of rain (yeongje); to the seven minor spirits (chilsa)</td>
<td>To the spirits governing horse domestication (seonmok), the military (maje), the protection of crops and fields from insects (poje), the royal commander’s flag (dukje), and protecting the country from epidemics (yoje)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The seven minor spirits are those that govern human destiny (samyeong), interiors (jungnyu), households (ho), kitchen and hearth (jo), gates of the capital’s inner walls (gungmun), awards and punishments (taeryeo), and travel and roads (gukhaeng). They are collectively known as the “Seven Deities” because some have been anthropomorphized into popular gods.
called Namdaemun or South Gate. Thus, starting from the reign of King Taejo, Joseon kings performed only the sacrifices to the spirits of earth and grain at the Sajikdan (Sajik Altar) and the royal ancestral rites at Jongmyo (Jongmyo jerye). The secondary and miscellaneous sacrifices were taken care of by local officials, with the exception of those to the first progenitor teachers of agriculture and sericulture, which were occasionally performed by kings and female members of the royal family.

Rites at the Sajikdan
Following ancient Chinese practice, the Sajikdan was built on the right side of the Gyeongbok Palace (Gyeongbokgung, the main royal palace in Hanyang), and the royal ancestral shrine (Jongmyo) was built on the left side. This arrangement can be seen on an early nineteenth-century woodblock-printed map of Hanyang called Complete View of the Beautiful Capital (Suseon jeondo) (fig. 10). The individual Sajik altars, one for the spirit of earth and one for the spirit of grain, were built in 1395. They were destroyed by fire during the Japanese invasion of 1592 but rebuilt in the seventeenth century. The main gate was rebuilt again in 1720, after it was destroyed by a windstorm. The sacrifices at the Sajikdan were abolished during the Japanese occupation, and the entire precinct was made into a park called Sajik Park. Figure 11 shows the plan of the Sajikdan as illustrated in the Sajikseo uigwe of 1783, and figure 12 shows the overall view of the Sajikdan today.

Despite the importance of the sacrificial rites to the spirits of earth and grain, Joseon kings did not perform this rite in person every year. From the opening century of the dynasty through the reign of King Seongjong (r. 1469–1494), the kings performed only three sajik sacrifices, whereas in that same period the rites at Jongmyo, the royal ancestral shrine, were performed at least forty-one times.

Sajikseo Uigwe
The earliest extant Sajikseo uigwe was compiled in three volumes by the office in charge of the sajik sacrifices at the behest of King Jeongjo in 1783. The next Sajikseo uigwe, a five-volume set, was compiled in 1842, during the reign of King Heonjong. The last, a one-volume uigwe, was compiled during the Great Han Empire period to reflect the change of rites from those of a kingdom to those of an empire. The Jeongjo-period Sajikseo uigwe begins with a series of illustrations showing the overall view of the Sajikdan with its surrounding walls, spirit tablets (sinju; see fig. 11), sacrificial dishes arranged according to the rites to be performed, sacrificial utensils, musical instruments in front of the platforms, rows
of line dancers (ilmu) in performance and their accoutrements, and the ritual costumes of the king and the crown prince.\footnote{10}

The Rites at Jongmyo

Of the Joseon dynasty’s Five Rites of State, only the royal ancestral rites at Jongmyo, the royal ancestral shrine, were regularly performed. Today it is held once a year on the first Sunday of May. Even after the Japanese annexation of Korea in 1910, the sacrifices at Jongmyo continued, although on a reduced scale. They were suspended between 1945 and 1969 due to the greatly damaged condition of the shrine buildings and compound. The rites were resumed after the buildings were repaired and the compound refurbished. In 1971, representatives of the royal Yi clan of Joseon began performing sacrificial rites at the royal ancestral shrine, as prescribed by the Jongmyo uigwe.\footnote{11}

To understand the Jongmyo uigwe, it is helpful to know something of the physical character of the ritual site.\footnote{12} The plan of the compound, including all of the buildings, is illustrated in the Jongmyo uigwe (fig. 13). Jongmyo occupies approximately 190,000 square meters of ground divided into two unequal sections: a larger area to the east occupied by the Main Shrine (fig. 16), and a smaller area to the northwest for the Hall of Eternal Peace (fig. 15). The Main Shrine, which is 101 meters long, is the largest single wooden structure in the world.\footnote{13} It contains nineteen spirit tablet chambers of equal size in one row, and three on each of the side wings. These chambers hold the spirit tablets of nineteen kings and thirty of their spouses. Under the front portico (fig. 17) are twenty round columns with a slight entasis, behind which the doors of the spirit tablet chambers are visible. The space between the columns and the chambers is used to offer sacrifices to the royal ancestors enshrined in the chambers. Jongmyo was placed on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1997 for its age, its authenticity as a Confucian royal ancestral shrine, and its unique and well-preserved spatial layout.

The Main Shrine (see fig. 16) stands on a two-tier stone platform called a “moon terrace” and is approached from the Spirit Gate (fig. 14). Gates on the east and west are for the use of the service staff. The large, flat, stone walkway from the Spirit Gate to the Main Shrine has three paths: the center path, reserved for the spirits and the carrying of sacrificial paraphernalia such as incense and gifts of white silk cloth; the right path, reserved for the king; and the left path, reserved for the crown prince. The Spirit Gate and the Main Shrine mark the southern and northern limits of the courtyard (which is otherwise enclosed by stone walls covered with gray clay tiles). Other buildings within this

\footnote{10} Auspicious rites, gillye

\footnote{11} Of line dancers (ilmu) in performance and their accoutrements, and the ritual costumes of the king and the crown prince.

\footnote{12} The Rites at Jongmyo

\footnote{13} Jongmyo uigwe
FIG. 11 Plan of the Sajikdan from the Uigue of the Office of the Sajikdan (Sajikseo uigue), 1783. Book; ink on paper, 42 × 30.4 cm. Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies, Seoul National University (Kyu 14229).
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FIG. 12 Two views of Sajikdan (platforms or altars for the spirits of earth and grain), 1395 (most recent restoration began in 2015; projected completion in 2027). Seoul. Photographs, ca. 2013–2014.
FIG. 13 Plan of the Main Shrine (right) and the Hall of Eternal Peace (left) of the Jongmyo royal ancestral shrine, from the Jongmyo uigue, 1706. Book; ink on paper, 49 × 36 cm. Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies, Seoul National University (Kyu 14220).
FIG. 14 The Spirit Gate to the Main Shrine of the Jongmyo Royal Ancestral Shrine, 1394 (rebuilt 1608). Seoul. View of the complex from above (left) and of the gate from within (right). Photographs: left, 2008; right, ca. 2010s.
FIG. 15 Hall of Eternal Peace (Yeongnyeongjeon) at the Jongmyo Royal Ancestral Shrine, 1421 (rebuilt 1608). Seoul. Photograph, ca. 2010s.
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Fig. 16 Main Shrine (Jeongjeon) at the Jongmyo Royal Ancestral Shrine, 1394 (rebuilt 1608). Seoul. Photograph, 2013.
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Uigeu of the Gathering and Storing of Seeds and Silk Cocoons [in the Jeonghae Year], 462n41
seven minor spirits (Seven Deities), 44, 57, 58, 69, 461n14
Shenzong, Emperor, of Ming, 133
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Sin Byeong-ju, 468n7 (chap. 4)
Sin Deok-heup, 466n58
Sin Jeong, 427
Sin Man, 29, 106
Sin Suk-ju, 29, 67, 481n5
Sindeok, Queen, 67
Sinjeong, Dowager Queen (Jo Daebi), 401–5. See also: Palace Banquet of the Jeonghae Year
birthday banquets, 402–3
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Sinnui, Queen, 67
Six Rites of the Royal Wedding, 96, 131, 466n55
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social status
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death of, 465n40
family of, 465n40
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investiture, 134
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royal wedding uigeu, 96–105
screen paintings for wedding of, 360
Song Yingxing, Tiangong kaiwu (Compendium of Science and Technology), 319, 476n43
Soreung tomb, 67
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spirits of heaven (cheonsin), sacrifices to, 43, 44
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royal portraits of, 223, 225, 241, 470n14, 478n25
screen paintings for wedding of, 361
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Sunjong, Emperor (Crown Prince Cheok)
first wedding, 98–99
funeral of, 197
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wedding portrait, 95
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Suyang, Prince, 67
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Taejo, King (Yi Seong-gye). See also: Uigwe of the Copying of King Taejo’s Portrait; Uigwe of the Copying of Seven Kings’ Portraits; Uigwe of the Painting of King Sukjong’s Portrait
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and investiture of crown prince, 376
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successors to, 84, 461n25
Ten Symbols of Longevity, 355, 359, 453, 470n14, 478n25
spirit tablet of, 65, 461n15
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66–67
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Veritable Records, 25, 157
Taejeongwgywan guesthouse
banquets for envoys, 133, 136, 140, 152
reception of letter of mourning from Ming emperor, 136
wedding rite at, 97
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to commemorate crown prince’s recovery from smallpox, 376, 479n54
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Tianhao (Heaven Protects), 349–51, 478n18, 20
Tianguang kaiwu (Compendium of Science and Technology), 319, 476n43
tianshi (envoy of the Son of Heaven), 137
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Toyotomi Hideyoshi, 478n33
transport vehicles, 319
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